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mation (NFACA) algorithm is presented to accelerate the solution2

of electromagnetic scattering problems. It is based on the fast3

adaptive cross approximation (FACA) and the nested cross4

approximation (NCA). In the NFACA, the FACA is applied5

instead of the ACA or the Chebyshev nodes, to enhance the6

efficiency. It is shown to have O(N) storage and computational7

complexity for electrically small problems. Different from the8

conventional NCA or the fast NCA (FNCA), the pivot selection9

does not rely on a preliminary selection with Chebyshev nodes10

or ACA for each group. The NFACA permits the selection of the11

optimum pivots independently at each level to make the accuracy12

controllable. Numerical results of several objects are presented13

to demonstrate the performance of this method. Compared with14

the FACA and NCA in solving the electromagnetic scattering15

problems, the NFACA is more efficient both in computational16

cost and storage. Compared with the FNCA, the NFACA is both17

faster and more accurate.18

Index Terms— Adaptive cross approximation (ACA), fast adap-19

tive cross approximation (FACA), method of moments (MoM),20

nested cross approximation (NCA), nested fast adaptive cross21

approximation (NFACA).22
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I. INTRODUCTION 23

THE method of moments (MoM) [1] is a widely used 24

method to solve electromagnetic scattering problems by 25

transforming an integral equation into a matrix equation. For 26

large problems, iterative solvers are often employed to solve 27

this matrix equation. These algorithms involve one or two 28

matrix-vector-products (MVPs) in each iteration. Several fast 29

methods have been proposed to accelerate the MVP, such 30

as the fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based methods [2]–[4], 31

the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [5], and 32

low-rank methods [6]–[14]. The impedance submatrix between 33

well-separated regions of the problem can be compressed 34

efficiently by these methods. 35

The MLFMA, arguably the most efficient among these 36

methods, achieves O(NlogN) complexity in the high-frequency 37

regime and O(N) for static and electrically small problems. But 38

the MLFMA is kernel-dependent and becomes complicated 39

when the Green’s function is hard to factorize analytically. The 40

low-rank-based methods including the matrix decomposition 41

algorithm (MDA) [6], [7], the UV method [8], [9], and the 42

adaptive cross approximation (ACA)-based methods [10]–[14] 43

are fully algebraic and kernel-independent, and they are easy 44

to insert into existing MoM codes. The ACA adaptively con- 45

structs the compressed blocks using only part of the matrix ele- 46

ments and no further problem-dependent information, which 47

has made it a highly popular method to solve large MoM 48

matrix equations. 49

Straightforward implementation of the ACA yields 50

O(NlogN) complexity for static and low-frequency problems 51

but with growing frequency this favorable scaling is gradually 52

lost. Empirical evidence indicates a complexity close to 53

O(N4/3logN) for moderately high-frequency problems (target 54

dimensions on the order of ten wavelengths) [11]. 55

The superlinear complexity stems from the fact that the 56

rank of the interaction matrix between distant subregions 57

grows with their electrical size. Several nested- or multilevel- 58

low-rank-based methods have been proposed in an attempt 59

to address this issue. The idea is to subdivide the problem 60

geometry recursively and to represent the interactions between 61

larger (lower level) groups by those of their “child” groups. 62

The common bottleneck is the construction of reduced sets 63
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of elementary interactions (pivots), at every level, that fully64

capture the interaction between far groups, not just within each65

level but also for all “parent” levels.66

The nested equivalent source approximation (NESA) [15]67

and the nested skeletonization scheme (NSS) [16] define68

multilevel equivalent RWG basis functions or use samples on69

proxy surfaces for pivots. They reach nearly linear complexity70

for electrically small problems. However, the number of equiv-71

alent RWG basis functions and samples has to be determined72

empirically. That means the rank at each level and the accuracy73

for different far-field pairs are not controllable.74

The nested cross approximation (NCA) method proposed75

in [17] determines the pivots as those elements of the original76

matrix that are closest to sets of Chebyshev nodes defined77

over the subregions. It reduces the storage scaling to O(N)78

for static and low-frequency problems, but the computational79

complexity is still O(NlogN). The performance at higher80

frequencies is not addressed in [17].81

In [18], ACA compression is used to find the pivots. Two82

approaches are proposed: the first one (top-down) starts with83

the largest groups, then finds the pivots for the child-groups84

from among those of their parent-groups. Because the set of85

pivots that is optimal for larger groups necessarily contains86

the best pivots for their child-groups as a subset, this ensures87

that the choice of pivots is optimal throughout the levels,88

but it leads to O(NlogN) complexity in the low-frequency89

regime. The second approach starts with the smallest groups90

and recursively chooses the pivots for parent-groups from91

among those of all its child-groups (bottom-up then top-down).92

By avoiding the need to apply ACA to full blocks at the lower93

levels, this reduces the low-frequency complexity to O(N), but94

it inevitably leads to a loss in accuracy, because the optimum95

pivots of child-groups will not, in general, include all the96

optimum pivots for the parent group. The numerical examples97

in [18] show only a small loss, but this cannot be quantified98

or controlled in the general case.99

The method proposed in this article also uses ACA com-100

pression for finding the pivots of the nested decomposition,101

but it invokes an accelerated variant of the ACA algorithm,102

the fast adaptive cross approximation (FACA) [19]–[21],103

which permits the selection of the optimum pivots inde-104

pendently at each level without losing the favorable O(N)105

complexity in the low-frequency regime. For electrically larger106

problems the complexity is not reduced but a significant107

improvement in efficiency is achieved nonetheless. Further-108

more, since the optimality of the pivot selection is pre-109

served the proposed method allows a controllable trade-off110

between efficiency and accuracy. The proposed method will111

be referred to as the nested fast adaptive cross approximation112

(NFACA).113

The content of this article is organized as follows. Section II114

addresses the NCA and NFACA, respectively. The complex-115

ity analysis of the NFACA is given in Section III. Then116

some numerical results of bistatic radar cross sections (RCSs)117

of perfectly electric conducting (PEC) objects are given118

in Section IV. Finally, Section V discusses the issues and119

benefits.120

Fig. 1. Multilevel octree partitioning of a 2-D domain PEC plate. The
three-level partitioning is taken as an example. There are 4l subblocks at
level l.

II. NFACA ALGORITHM 121

A. NCA Algorithm 122

Discretization of the electric field integral equation (EFIE) 123

with the MoM [1] leads to the linear system ZJ = −Ei , 124

where J is the expansion of the induced current into basis 125

functions and Es = ZJ is the scattered field weighted at 126

the object surface with a set of testing functions. Elements 127

zi j of the impedance matrix Z are the scattered field due to 128

basis function j weighted with testing function i . Although 129

this is well known, it is worth to remind it here for better 130

understanding of the procedure that follows. 131

In order to accelerate the MVPs ZJ(k) of the kind appearing 132

in iterative solvers, the geometry of the entire problem is 133

subdivided recursively into nonoverlapping subdomains, for 134

example, using an octree scheme [12]. The three-level octree 135

structure for a square plate is illustrated in Fig. 1. 136

Off-diagonal matrix blocks Zl
i j corresponding to the interac- 137

tion between a source subdomain j and a testing subdomain i 138

can be compressed if domains i and j are sufficiently separated 139

in space. Those blocks will be called admissible blocks. 140

Noncompressible matrix blocks correspond to near-field pairs 141

of source and testing domains, and include diagonal blocks. 142

An alternative formulation of ACA [10] allows us to express 143

compressed admissible blocks as 144

Zl
i j≈Zl

i, j s(Zl
is, j s)

−1 Zl
is, j (1) 145

where the indices is and js denote a subset of “pivots” 146

selected by the ACA algorithm, that correspond to testing 147

and basis functions that entirely determine the interaction 148

between domains i and j . This is equivalent to the MDA 149

formulation [7], in which is and js play the role of the 150

equivalent testing and basis functions. Note that Zl
i, j s and 151

Zl
is, j depend both on block i and j . This means that the 152

Zl
i, j s matrices need to be stored for each (i , j) block pair 153

that involves testing domain i at level l, while Zl
is, j matrices 154

must be stored for each pair (i , j) involving source domain j . 155

To address this problem, the NCA constructs an approxi- 156

mation of (1) as [17] 157

Zl
i j ≈ Zl

i, j s1(Zl
is, j s1)

−1 Zl
is, j s(Zl

is1, j s)
−1 Zl

is1, j 158

= U l
i Dl

i j V
l
j (2) 159

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

U l
i = Zl

i, j s1(Zl
is, j s1)

−1

Dl
i j = Zl

is, j s

V l
j = (Zl

is1, j s)
−1 Zl

is1, j

(3) 160
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Fig. 2. Interaction between blocks and their admissible blocks (far-field
interaction list). (a) Far-block interaction cluster of block i and j at level l.
(b) Far-block interaction cluster of block i at level l-1.

Fig. 3. Compressed representation of NCA. (a) Compressed representation
between block i and j at the finest level. (b) Nested compressed representation
between block i and j at level L− 1. (c) Process for obtaining nested cluster
basis matrices at level L− 1.

where the cluster basis matrices Ul
i at level l only need to be161

stored once for each testing domain i , while Vl
j are stored162

once for each source domain j . The coupling matrix Dl
i j is163

the only matrix that must be stored for each (i , j) pair, but it164

has a small size since the number of pivots is and js is much165

smaller than the number of basis and weighting functions in166

the source and testing domains.167

Indices is and js1 denote the samples that determine168

the interactions between testing domain i and all its169

admissible source domains, while indices js and is1 determine170

interactions between source domain j and all its admissible171

testing domains. All these indices are selected by the ACA172

algorithm. Fig. 2 shows blocks i at level l and l-1 and all173

their admissible blocks.174

To select the pivots is, is1, js, and js1, the ACA is used to175

decompose the interactions Zl
i,# j , Zl

#i, j between block i , j and176

the union of all their admissible blocks, denoted with #j, #i,177

respectively178

{
Zl

i,# j ≈ Zl
i, j s1(Zl

is, j s1)
−1 Zl

is,# j

Zl
#i, j ≈ Zl

#i, j s(Zl
is1, j s)

−1 Zl
is1, j .

(4)179

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the compressed representation180

between block i and j at level L− 1 can be approximated181

with the cluster basis matrices from level L. (For clarity we 182

show the 2-D case with four children per group, as in Fig. 1, 183

rather than the general 3-D octree, which has eight children 184

per group. Furthermore, we assume that cluster i at level L−1 185

contains the four clusters indexed 4i-3 to 4i at level L, and 186

analogous for j ) 187

ZL−1
i j ≈

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

UL
4i−3

UL
4i−2

UL
4i−1

UL
4i

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 188

×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

DL
4i−3,4 j−3 DL

4i−3,4 j−2 DL
4i−3,4 j−1 DL

4i−3,4 j

DL
4i−2,4 j−3 DL

4i−2,4 j−2 DL
4i−2,4 j−1 DL

4i−2,4 j

DL
4i−1,4 j−3 DL

4i−1,4 j−2 DL
4i−1,4 j−1 DL

4i−1,4 j

DL
4i,4 j−3 DL

4i,4 j−2 DL
4i,4 j−1 DL

4i,4 j

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 189

×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

VL
4i−3

VL
4i−2

VL
4i−1

VL
4i

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 190

= UL
4i−3:4i D

L
4i−3:4i,4 j−3:4 j V

L
4 j−3:4 j . (5) 191

With more than two levels, the above decomposition proce- 192

dure is applied to Di j recursively, extracting the corresponding 193

left and right cluster basis matrices Ul
i and Vl

i at every 194

intermediate level. An arbitrary block Zl
i j at level l< L is 195

then represented by 196

Zl
i j ≈ U L

4L−l (i−1)+1:4L−l i ..U
l+1
4i−3:4i U

l
i Dl

i j 197

V l
i V

l+1
4i−3:4i ..V

L
4L−l (i−1)+1:4L−l i

198

=
(

l∏

t=L

U t
4t−l(i−1)+1:4t−l i

)
Dl

i j

(
L∏

t=l

V t
4t−l(i−1)+1:4t−l i

)
. (6) 199

The computational bottleneck in the above procedure is the 200

selection of pivots by the ACA in (4) because the dimensions 201

of #i and # j may become very large. In [17] a method 202

is proposed to select the pivots based on Chebyshev nodes, 203

which avoids the high complexity of the ACA process in (4). 204

This method is called the Chebyshev-NCA method. The 205

Chebyshev-NCA selection procedure is demonstrated in [17] 206

to have a computational complexity of O(N logN), but only 207

for nonoscillatory kernels. The application to electrodynamical 208

problems is not addressed, although we may assume the proof 209

to remain valid in the low-frequency regime. This is the 210

same complexity as the conventional ACA method applied to 211

low-frequency problems. The storage of the NCA grows with 212

O(N) in the low-frequency regime, compared to O(N logN) 213

for the ACA. 214

B. NFACA Algorithm 215

In this section, a simpler, lower complexity, adaptive method 216

is proposed by combining the NCA with the FACA. The FACA 217

is an accelerated implementation of the ACA that searches the 218

pivots from a reduced set of basis functions. It was introduced 219

for compressing the interaction between two groups of basis 220

functions [19], [21], but as evidenced by the numerical results 221

in Section IV it works equally well for the compression of 222

the interaction between a given group and all other groups in 223
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the admissible region. The algorithm consists of the following224

steps.225

Step 1: A reduced subset of basis functions is selected from226

a given block i at level l, with uniform spatial distribution. The227

size of the subset St is determined through [13]228

St = 2t × int

(
αdl

λ

)
(7)229

where dl is the block size at level l and t initially equals230

one. The function int(·) denotes the nearest integer larger than231

zero and α is an accuracy coefficient empirically set to 10. The232

rationale behind (7) is that the maximum number of degrees of233

freedom in the interaction between block i and its “exterior,”234

excluding the near region, only depends on the electrical size235

of block i and not on the number or the distribution of the236

basis functions that reside in it. In the original FACA, the same237

number of St basis functions is also preselected from the238

second block in the interaction, since it is assumed to be239

of equal size. Here, when St is larger than the total number240

M of basis functions in the given group, we only need to241

choose M instead of St basis functions. Also, the preselected242

basis functions for the “exterior” of block i are selected from243

the local far groups and far groups of its farther group, with244

uniform spatial distribution, respectively.245

Step 2: Conventional ACA is used to select r t pivots from246

the interaction matrix between the samples found in step 1, and247

construct the interaction matrix ZSt ,Gt between the preselected248

samples St for each block249

ZSt ,Gt = U St ,r t V r t ,Gt (8)250

where Gt = min(St , M).251

Step 3: The convergence is checked by252

∣∣r t − r t−1
∣∣ ≤ β

∣∣St − St−1
∣∣ (9)253

where r0 = 0, S0 = 0. β is set to 0.01. If (16) is not satisfied,254

t = t+ 1 and return step 1. If (9) is satisfied, the final r t
255

pivots are selected. The number of final selected r t pivots at256

level l (l = 2, 3, …, L) equals Kl .257

Step 4: The submatrix Ul
i or Vl

j of the cluster basis matrix258

in (6) can be calculated by259

{
U l

i = Zl
i1, j s1

(
Zl

is, j s1

)−1

V l
i = (

Zl
j s1,is

)−1
Zl

j s1,i1

(10)260

where indexes i1 represent the pivots of block i . The indices261

is and js1 are the samples selected from i1 and the samples262

of the admissible blocks in step 3.263

In the process above, the parameters α and β control the264

efficiency and accuracy [20] of the NFACA. The number of265

preselected basis functions is controlled by α, and a large α266

will lead to a lot of redundancy in the initial preselection.267

However, more iteration steps are needed if a small initial268

number of preselected basis functions is chosen. Actually,269

a better preselected distribution closer to the distribution of the270

final pivots will further reduce the selection time and number271

of the preselected basis functions. This selection process272

inevitably suffers a slight loss of accuracy from direct ACA,273

but this loss of accuracy is controlled by the parameter β. The 274

recommended value for this parameter is β = 0.01 [20], [21]. 275

In [18], the O(N) selection process starts with the smallest 276

groups and recursively chooses the pivots for a parent-group 277

from among those of all its child-groups (bottom-up), then 278

with the preselected pivots it finds the pivots for the 279

child-groups from among those of their parent-groups (top- 280

down). The pivots can only be selected level by level 281

(bottom-up or top-down), so the error will accumulate level 282

by level. In contrast, in the method proposed here each block 283

at every level selects the pivots independently, so the error 284

can be controlled independently. The process in [18] needs to 285

search pivots twice (bottom-up then top-down), making it more 286

time-consuming than FACA. Furthermore, the FACA selection 287

is very suitable for parallel implementation because of the 288

independence. 289

III. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 290

The NFACA involves two parts: the computation of the 291

cluster basis matrices and the computation of the coupling 292

matrices. We analyze each of them separately. 293

A. Cluster Basis Matrices 294

The process of the generation of the cluster basis matrices 295

has two steps: the selection of the pivots and the computation 296

of the cluster basis matrices. Using FACA, the Kl pivots are 297

sampled from each block in the 8l blocks at level l and all 298

their associated admissible blocks. The complexity Cl
s of the 299

pivot selection is 300

Cl
s = O

(
8l K 3

l

)
. (11) 301

In the partitioning with the octree, the far-block pairs only 302

appear from level L to level 2. The total complexity Cs for 303

the pivot selection of the NFACA is 304

Cs = O

(
2∑

l=L

Cl
s

)
= O

(
2∑

l=L

8l K 3
l

)
. (12) 305

In the computation process of the cluster basis matrices, 306

there are 2 × 8l cluster basis submatrices in Ul and Vl at 307

level l (2 ≤ l ≤ L− 1), respectively. Each submatrix contains 308

the interactions between the union �l
i of 8 × Kl+1 pivots from 309

the child groups of block i and the pivots from all its associated 310

admissible blocks, and the inverse matrix of the Kl pivots 311

from �l
i interacting with the Kl pivots from all its associated 312

admissible blocks. The complexity of the computation process 313

for the cluster basis matrices Cl
cbm at level l is therefore 314

Cl
cbm = O

(
8l

(
8Kl+1 Kl + K 3

l

))
. (13) 315

Note that �L
i contains ML elements of block i at the finest 316

level L. So, Cl
cbm at level L equals 317

C L
cbm = O

(
8L

(
ML KL + K 3

L

))
. (14) 318

Since ML is independent of N , it is O(1) and 8L = 319

N /ML ∼ O(N). KL is the number of pivots at the finest 320

level, which is O(1). The total complexity C1 of the cluster 321
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basis matrices computation is the sum of the Cl
cbm from level322

L to level 2323

C1 = O

(
2∑

l=L−1

8l(8Kl+1 Kl + K 3
l )

)
+ O

(
8L

(
ML KL + K 3

L

))
.324

(15)325

The storage requirement S1 of the cluster basis matrices equals326

S1 = O

(
2∑

l=L−1

8l(8Kl+1 Kl)

)
+ O

(
8L(ML KL )

)
. (16)327

B. Coupling Matrices328

There are O(8l) far-block pairs at level l and the size of the329

coupling matrices is Kl× Kl . So, the complexity Cl
cm and Ccm330

of the coupling matrices at level l and the sum of the levels331

equals332

Cl
cm = O

(
8l K 2

l

)
(17)333

Ccm = O

(
1∑

l=L

Cl
cm

)
= O

(
1∑

l=L

8l K 2
l

)
. (18)334

The near-field pairs only appear at the finest level. The O(8L )335

matrices of the near-field pairs are directly computed with336

complexity337

Cnear = O
(
8L M2

L

)
. (19)338

The complexity C2 and storage S2 of the coupling matrices339

computation are therefore given by340

C2 = Ccm + Cnear = O

(
1∑

l=L

8l K 2
l

)
+ O

(
8L M2

L

)
(20)341

S2 = O

(
1∑

l=L

8l K 2
l

)
+ O

(
8L M2

L

)
. (21)342

C. Total Complexity343

The total computational complexity C and storage complex-344

ity S of the NFACA are the sum of the C1 and C2, S1 and S2,345

respectively346

C = C1 + C2 = O

(
2∑

l=L−1

8l(8Kl+1 Kl + K 3
l )

)
347

+O
(
8L(M2

L + K 3
L)

)
(22)348

S = S1 + S2 = O

(
2∑

l=L−1

8l(8Kl+1 Kl)

)
+ O

(
8L(M2

L )
)
. (23)349

For electrically small problems, Kl is a constant independent350

of the level and C and S both reduce to O(N).351

Fig. 4. Memory and time requirements for the impedance matrices of
different methods for case 1 in Section IV-A. (a) Far-field matrix memory
requirements. (b) Setup time of the far-field matrix.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 352

All the experiments in this section involve perfectly con- 353

ducting objects discretized using RWG basis functions. The 354

thresholds of the ACA are fixed at 0.001 in all simulations. 355

The β-parameter is always set to 0.01. An experimental rule 356

of thumb for the choice of the block size at the finest level is 357

between 5 and 10 times the average RWG edge-size. All the 358

experiments are performed on a PC with 64 GB of RAM and 359

Intel(R) Core (TM) CPU i5-6500 processor at 3.20 GHz. 360

A. PEC Spheres 361

In this experiment, two cases are considered. In case 1, the 362

low-frequency performance is studied, analyzing a sphere of 363

fixed radius, varying the average discretization size. In case 2, 364

the radius of the sphere is varied, for fixed frequency and 365

discretization size, to study the frequency-dependent behavior 366

of the method. 367

Case 1: A sphere of 2.5 m is discretized with an average 368

RWG edge-size of 0.1λ, 0.05λ, and 0.025λ, respectively, 369

leading to 32 064, 130 293, and 520 131 unknowns. The 370

octree has 3, 4, and 5 levels, respectively. The frequency is 371

300 MHz. The block size at the finest level is about 6.25 times 372

the average RWG edge-size. 373

Fig. 4 summarizes the performance of the Chebyshev-NCA, 374

the FACA, and the NFACA. As observed, the NFACA is 375
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX
CALCULATION OF CASE 1 IN SECTION IV-A. S REFERS

TO STORAGE, T REFERS TO SETUP TIME

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE SPHERES SCATTERING

CALCULATION OF CASE 2 IN SECTION IV-A. MATRIX

STORAGE Sr , TOTAL TIME Tt

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRICES

CALCULATION OF CASE 2 IN SECTION IV-A. S REFERS
TO STORAGE, T REFERS TO SETUP TIME

more efficient than the Chebyshev-NCA and the FACA in376

computation time, though the NFACA and Chebyshev-NCA377

have similar memory requirements. The memory and time for378

NFACA are both linear as predicted in Section III. Table I379

compares the performance of the cluster basis matrix and cou-380

pling matrix calculations. The cluster basis matrix construction381

is the most expensive part, even though it is smaller in size.382

The reason is that during the construction of the cluster basis383

matrix, most of the time is spent in the selection of the pivots.384

Case 2: Now the sphere radius is set to 2.5, 5, and 10 m,385

respectively, always at 300 MHz and using the same three386

meshes as in case 1, keeping the edge-size constant at 0.1λ.387

The number of octree levels is 3, 4, and 5, respectively,388

as before. The block size at the finest level is about 0.625λ.389

The results are summarized in Table II. As shown,390

the NFACA reduces CPU time to calculate the 5-m sphere391

by about 63% with respect to the NCA and by about 53%392

with respect to FACA. The storage gain with respect to FACA393

is about 40%. The proposed method is validated against the394

Mie series in Fig. 5. Table III compares the performance for395

the impedance matrix calculations.396

Fig. 5. Bistatic RCSs of the PEC sphere of radius 10 m of case 2 in
Section IV-A.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the two PEC cubes. Cubes 1 and 2 are a far-block
pair.

TABLE IV

MATRIX FROBENIUS NORM ERRORS COMPARISON OF THE FACA,
FNCA, AND NFACA, TWO PEC CUBES. L PARTITIONING

LEVEL OF THE TWO CUBES

B. PEC Cubes 397

The two PEC cubes model in Fig. 6 is used to assess the 398

accuracy of our method. These two cubes form a far-block pair 399

and their mutual impedance matrix Z12 can be compressed by 400

the low-rank methods. The matrix Frobenius norm errors of 401

the FACA [21], FNCA [18], and the NFACA are summarized 402

in Table IV. We observe that the nested method FNCA and 403

NFACA suffer a loss of accuracy compared with the FACA 404

with the same ACA threshold. This is inevitable because in 405

the nested methods the impedance matrix Z12 is compressed 406

by a sequence of several sparse matrices. Nevertheless, our 407

method preserves the accuracy better than the FNCA. 408

To compare the time and memory costs with the FNCA, 409

we consider one PEC cube with sides 0.25λ to 2λ discretized 410

with 12 708, 51 462, 206 820, and 829 332 RWGs, employing 411

2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-level octrees, respectively. The incident field is 412
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Fig. 7. Time and memory comparisons of the NFACA and the FNCA
to calculate the scattering of a PEC cube. (a) Memory requirements.
(b) Computation times.

Fig. 8. Bistatic RCS of a PEC car at 300 MHz.

an x-polarized plane wave coming from the direction (θ , ϕ) =413

(0◦, 0◦). Fig. 7 summarizes the complexity scaling of NFACA414

and FNCA, showing that both the computational and storage415

complexity are linear, and better than those of the FNCA. The416

NFACA is more than twice faster than FNCA to compute the417

far-field matrix, although it needs slightly more memory.418

C. PEC Car419

The PEC car body with the size 4.56 m × 1.77 m ×420

1.23 m along the x-, y-, and z-directions shown in Fig. 8 is421

Fig. 9. Performance parameters of the NFACA and the FNCA. (a) Relative
errors. Relative errors are calculated by ||X-Xr ||2 / ||Xr ||2, where X is the RCS
or currents computed by NFACA or FNCA, and Xr is the reference RCS or
current computed by ACA. (b) Memory requirements. (c) Matrix construction
times.

Fig. 10. Bistatic RCS of a PEC rocket.

considered as another example. It is discretized with 173 422

666 RWGs and illuminated with a 300-MHz plane wave, 423

which corresponds to an average RWG edge-size of 0.02λ, 424

and 4-, 5-, and 6-level octrees are employed, respectively. The 425

incident field is x-polarized and coming from the direction 426

(θ , ϕ) = (0◦, 0◦). The conventional ACA with a very low 427

threshold of τ = 10−6 is used to solve this scattering problem 428

as the reference. In FNCA and NFACA, the ACA thresh- 429

olds are set to τ = 10−4. The error tolerance of generalized 430

minimal residual (GMRES) method in this example is set 431

to ε = 10−6. The results of three methods are compared in 432

Fig. 8, and the relative errors of the current and RCS with 433

different partitioning levels can be seen in Fig. 9(a). The 434

results show that the error is practically identical for the two 435

methods in this case and it grows only slightly with the number 436

of levels. 437

The memory requirements and time cost are shown 438

in Fig. 9(b) and (c). The results illustrate that the optimum 439
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TABLE V

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE PEC ROCKET SCATTERING
CALCULATION. MATRIX STORAGE Sr , TOTAL TIME Tt

choice is L = 5 partitioning levels, leading to a finest block440

size of 0.15λ, about 7.5 times the average RWG edge-size.441

With fewer levels (L = 4), the memory requirements are much442

higher, while with more levels (L = 6) the matrix construction443

time grows unacceptably, in particular for the NFACA. The444

reason for this is that the FACA algorithm loses much of its445

efficiency when applied to too-small blocks [21]. With the446

optimum choice of L = 5, the proposed NFACA method is447

approximately twice as fast as the FNCA.448

D. PEC Rocket449

As a final example, we consider the bistatic RCS of the PEC450

rocket shown in Fig. 10. The incident x-polarized plane wave451

has the incident direction of (θ , ϕ) = (0◦, 0◦). The rocket is452

discretized into 433 477 RWGs and a six-level octree is used.453

The blocks at the finest level are about 0.9λ. Here, we set454

β = 0.01 for the NFACA, and 0.1 for the FACA.455

The RCS computed by NFACA compares well with that of456

the ordinary, nonnested FACA [20], as shown in Fig. 10. The457

performances of the two methods are summarized in Table V.458

The NFACA needs less than half the time to compute the459

far-field matrix, compared to the FACA, and 38.5% less460

memory.461

V. CONCLUSION462

The NFACA algorithm based on the FACA and the NCA to463

accelerate the solution of electromagnetic scattering problems464

has been presented in this article. It is shown to be much465

more efficient than the Chebyshev-NCA, by replacing the466

ACA and the Chebyshev nodes with the FACA for the pivot467

selection process. Also, compared with the FNCA, the NFACA468

avoids the complex bottom-up and top-down pivot selection469

by a simpler, lower complexity, adaptive method. Though470

linear complexity is obtained for low-frequency problems with471

both the NFACA and the FNCA, the NFACA performs better472

than the FNCA and its accuracy is better preserved when the473

number of levels increases. Furthermore, the NFACA can also474

be further accelerated because of its suitability for parallel475

implementation.476
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